According to my experience in Booth for almost 2 months I could make the following advices:

1) The visa application is really simple. Following the detail steps listed in the website would be fine. [https://internationalaffairs.uchicago.edu/students/admitted/](https://internationalaffairs.uchicago.edu/students/admitted/)
Remember do bring SEVIS form when entering USA. you need to show the form to the custom.

2) the courses here are really good. I strongly recommend commercializing innovation (the lecture ranks in the top ten professors in Private equity in US. He used to the partner in PE firm), financial instrument and negotiations. However commercializing innovation is quite demanding. It need 15 - 20 hours work outside the classroom.

3) tell the truth, the workload is quite high. most of the booth students only take three courses each quarter. So if possible, I suggest ASGM could change the policy. Four courses are mandatory for us which make us impossible to take 4 demanding courses at all. For example I have to take investment as a rest.

4) talking about accomodation, there are two options: one in Hyder park which is close to the school(Harper center), the other is to stay in downtown where most of the booth student choose to live. Every thursday night, there is parties in downtown.

5) the compus facility is really good. There are two buildings for business school: Harper center and Gleacher center (in downtown).

6) career service here is good. However it is just partially open to us. Therefore it is hard for us to fully utilize it.

7) The average age here is about 26 and much younger compared with AGSM (if I remember right our's is about 30). As a lot of them are from finance industry, there is possibility that you meet a free runner in your team. As they are younger, maybe some of them don't know how to team work. So be careful when you need to build teams for the courses. Booth assigned a mentor to each of us. It is helpful. you could always count on the mentor's help at least from my experience.

8) one last thing is about health insurance. The health insurance provided by booth is extremely expensive at least to me. It is about $700. However you could buy a short term travel insurance outside of school for about $200. So if someone face the similar situation, just let them contact me. I could give him/her detailed contact number the agent.